
Brighouse“A”vs Shelley”A”Away Win 13-7 
An autumnal day saw us off to play Shelley A – a team we had never beaten before. We got off to a 

slow start when 3NT was taken off at 2 tables but making vs one of our E/W pairs. It could make 10 

tricks. A similar result on Hand 5 when 4S made vs L&T. They made up for this on the next hand by 

getting 4S off. -12 Imps at the end. 

Session 2 started slowly also, small gains on 9 &10 . N&J then took off 4S on Hand 11 making 10 

tricks in NTs at all other tables. Slams made at two tables not bid at others, cancelling out on Hand 

12. Hand 14 depended on which way it was played, our N/S pairs played in 2S by N ,failing, their 

pairs playing by S making! -2 for -14 IMPs at the break. 

Very nice buffet tea. 5 small losses on hands 17-21. S&J not bidding 3NT on Hand 18, as there had 

been competitive bidding. They more than pulled that back on Hand 23 taking Vul 4S two off when it 

was making elsewhere. +13 IMPs. Another +13 on the next Hand when Brian made 3NT, going down 

or in minor part scores elsewhere. +17 for an overall lead of +3 IMPs. 

The last session started well with N&J’s opponents failing to bid 3NT on Hand 25. On Hand 28 our 

E/W pairs played in 1H making 7 or 8 tricks whilst our N/S pairs interfered, making 3S by M&B,one 

off by L&T. M&B bid and made a good 3NT on Hand 31 for +13 and a further +16 IMPs on the session 

and an overall +19 IMPs and a victory by 13-7. 

Well done team! 

Hands 
Players 

1-8 9-16 17-24 25-32 Totals 

Mick & 
Brian 
N/S 

-740 +1680 +340 +1420 +2700 

Shirley & 
Joan  
E/W 

+740 -2420 +190 -760 -2250 

Lynda & 
Tony 
N/S 

-1720 +2020 +470 +90 +860 

Neil & 
John 
E/W 

+1080 -1330 -130 +160 -220 

 

 

 


